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I really
screwed up

this time.

No hero exists to leap in
and pull me out at the
last possible second.

No wondrous machine
will tunnel in from below
to auger me to safety.

This is real life. In real life good men fall and evil men triumph.
I know I am a good man, an honest and honorable man.

Truth and justice are not empty words to me. I believe in ideals.

I dug myself a hole
keeping this comic book

store alive for nearly 30 years
and any minute now the dirt will

slide in and bury me.

Let me tell
you about the…



I don’t know if the years
and an eight year old’s

imagination added drama to
my memory of the fire

that killed my parents.

I remember burning
timbers everywhere

just like in the movies.
Unlike the movies was thick,

black smoke that made it
hard to see and breathe.

Later, I was told it was smoke, not fire,
that sent mom and dad to the great beyond,
as if that knowledge would make the terror

any easier for a young orphan.

Hey!
There’s

a kid
in here!

I met my first real hero New Year’s Eve,
1964. If I hadn’t I wouldn’t have lived

to see 1965.

Mom?

Just stay calm,
kid, and we’ll
get out of

this OK.

Take
my hand.



Life is an adventure.
There is no gain in being

timid and careful.
Leap into
the fray!

The people in these simple stories
made a strong impression on me.

Then there were
the heroes! These

perfectly sculpted,
colorfully dressed
figures were always

in motion, leaping into
the fray without

hesitation, beacons
of hope in an

uncertain world.

For several months I read and reread
every comic in Grampa’s box, cover
to cover. The pain of Mom and Dad’s
death didn’t go away, but gradually

I came to understand something
very important.

Evil was there,
forever scheming,
selfishly stealing

money and lives, intent
on world domination.
I realized much later

these characters
were symbols for
the Nazi evil World
War II Americans

were actively involved
in beating down.

He opened a box
filled with comic
books and “pulp”

adventure magazines
and handed me some.

One day, Grampa
took me into the attic
where lived dozens of

interesting, exotic,
dusty machines from

the early ’30s.

I moved in
with Grandma

and Grampa at their
small two story
on Maple Street,

where I spent
the next 10 years

of my life.

They were kind, but
the terror wouldn’t
let me go. I spent
my nights in fitful

dreams and my days
in a paralyzing
melancholy.

Don’t let
other people tell you
what’s valuable, boy.
You figure that out

for yourself.

These are awful
old, Grampa, I bet

they’re worth some
money, huh?
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Just look
inside.


